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Roadmap
• NZ context:
– What are the general proposals for three waters reform in NZ?
– What has been said about economic regulation in this process?
• Economic regulation in concept:
– What problems is economic regulation solving?
– How does it solve these problems?
– Spectrum of regulatory models
• Economic regulation in NZ:
– How does monopoly regulation work in other sectors in NZ (airports, electricity/gas)
• Water utility regulation generally:
– How is water different from the things the NZCC currently regulates?
– How is water regulated overseas?
• Water Regulation in NZ:
– What are the proposals in NZ and what does this mean for how one might think about
the regulatory model here?
– Influence of size, governance and ownership on regulatory design?
– Transitional issues?
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1 Background on NZ proposals

Three Waters Reform Overview

www.nera.com
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Current proposal is to create four water service
entities

www.nera.com
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Te mana o te wai = the vital importance of water
Decision making obligations under Water Services Bill

In-concept
“Te Mana o te Wai is a concept that refers to the fundamental importance of
water and recognises that protecting the health of freshwater protects the
health and well-being of the wider environment. It protects the mauri of the
wai. Te Mana o te Wai is about restoring and preserving the balance
between the water, the wider environment, and the community”
National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 2020, 1.3 (1)

www.nera.com
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Te mana o te wai = the vital importance of water
6 Principles defined in NPS Freshwater 2020
Mana
whakahaere

the power, authority, and obligations of tangata whenua to
make decisions that maintain, protect, and sustain the
health and well-being of, and their relationship with,
freshwater

Kaitiakitanga

the obligation of tangata whenua to preserve, restore,
enhance, and sustainably use freshwater for the benefit of
present and future generations

Manaakitanga

the process by which tangata whenua show respect,
generosity, and care for freshwater and for others

Governance

the responsibility of those with authority for making
decisions about freshwater to do so in a way that prioritises
the health and well-being of freshwater now and into the
future

Stewardship:

the obligation of all New Zealanders to manage freshwater
in a way that ensures it sustains present and future
generations

Care and
respect

the responsibility of all New Zealanders to care for
freshwater in providing for the health of the nation.

Source: National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 2020, 1.3 (4)

www.nera.com

Hierarchy of obligations
• first, the health and wellbeing of water bodies and
freshwater ecosystems
• second, the health needs
of people (such as
drinking water)
• third, the ability of people
and communities to
provide for their social,
economic, and cultural
well-being, now and in the
future.

Source: National Policy Statement for Freshwater
Management 2020, 1.3 (5)
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% of pipelines assessed in poor or very poor
condition

Average pipeline age

NZ has a large variability in pipe age and condition

www.nera.com

Source: https://www.waternz.org.nz/Category?Action=View&Category_id=1073
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Compliance with drinking water standards varies
materially by size of supplier
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Source: Ministry of Health, Annual Report on Drinking-water Quality: 2019 – 2020.
www.nera.com
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Three Waters Reform Overview
What has been said about why we need economic
regulation?
The three waters networks will be natural monopolies (in their geographic areas)

This can lead to:
Lack of investment

Lack of innovation

Poor-quality services

Excessive Pricing

Economic regulation can [mitigate these] to protect and enhance the long-term interests of users
Help incentivise and find
investment

Incentivise innovation

"Evidence from overseas jurisdictions,
and other utility sectors in New Zealand
shows that economic regulation can be
effective in protecting and enhancing
the
long-term
interests
of
consumers.”

www.nera.com

Incentivise efficient
pricing and management

“[E]conomic regulation, alongside quality
regulation provided by Taumata Arowai, will
drive water services entities to achieve:
efficient pricing, procurement, and
asset management practices;
incentives to invest and innovate;
and
the provision of services at a quality
and level of resilience that reflects
consumer and wider community
demands.”

Improve transparency in
performance and pricing

“Economic regulation will also help to address
the current information constraints within
the sector, making performance information
available so consumers, communities and
other stakeholders can hold suppliers to
account for the quality of their services and
the prices they charge."
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Three Waters Reform Overview
What has been said about what economic regulation will
look like?
Information
disclosure?

Price-quality?

Incentive
mechanisms?

Consumer
engagement?

“The regime is likely to involve:

"At the minimum, this will include an
information disclosure regime that
publishes information relating to the
performance of the new water
services entities.“

www.nera.com

• Individualised price quality paths plus
information disclosure for the proposed
new Water Service Entities
• A form of information disclosure for Councils
that opt out of the proposed Water Service
Entities. It is also possible that opt out
councils will be subject to minimum service
quality standards (in addition to the standards
set by Taumata Arowai)
• The appointment of an independent and
credible economic regulator (e.g. the
Commerce Commission) to administer the
regime”
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2 Economic regulation in concept

Problems caused by market power
Excessive prices / returns

Allocative
inefficiency

Lower quality

Market power
When a decentralised
market cannot deliver
an efficient outcome

Restricted quantity

Productive
inefficiency

Inefficient cost levels

Not welfare
maximising
This position is not
welfare maximising, i.e.
there is a deadweight
loss

Over / under investment
Dynamic
inefficiency
Lack of innovation

www.nera.com

Dynamic efficiency is essentially productive and dynamic efficiency
over time
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How can economic regulation solve these
problems?
Excessive prices
/ returns

Price/revenue control

Transparency measures
Allocative
inefficiency

Restricted
quantity*

Lower quality

Specifying pricing methodology
Exposing firms to volume risk (price cap/risk
sharing)

Quality standards
Productive
inefficiency

Inefficiency in
provision

Over investment
Dynamic
inefficiency

Incentive mechanisms

Cost incentive mechanisms

Regulatory investment tests/constraints
Lack of
innovation

Innovation allowances
www.nera.com

*note in water excess consumption may be the bigger problem, but this is more an issue of inefficient pricing structures.
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Economic regulation in concept
Are benefits of regulation > costs of regulation?
• The aim to maximise social welfare in the
long-term
• Three questions:
1. What is the residual problem for
economic regulation? For example:
a) Minimum quality standards may be set
by different regulator
b) Governance may mitigate excess profit
concerns
2. How bad is the residual problem (level of
inefficiency once other constraints
accounted for)?
3. What type of regulation matches the
scale and type of problem?

Costs

• Direct costs (e.g. costs of regulator,
regulatory staff)
• (Potentially) less incentive for a rival
to enter
• (Potentially) deterred investment by
regulated firm if regulation is too tight
• Scale with intrusiveness of
intervention

• Elimination (reduction) of monopoly
rents and allocative inefficiency
• Broader dynamic efficiency for the
economy
• Pressure to reduce costs (productive
efficiency)
• Scale with severity of market
power

Benefits

Given the ever-present risk of regulatory failure, best practice regulation is as light-touch as
possible whilst still ensuring that customers get reasonable service at reasonable prices
www.nera.com
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Regulatory models: scale of intervention matches
scale of the problem
Examples

Intrusiveness

Regulatory response

Less intrusive

No regulation

Price monitoring

Airports in
Australia

Airports in NZ

Gas pipelines
in Australia

Scottish Water

Water in
UK/Victoria
Water in NSW,
EDBs/GPBs in
NZ
www.nera.com

• Government intervention limited to [facilitation conditions for]
competitive markets and setting competition law
• Competition law works on an ex post basis to facilitate socially
optimal outcomes
• Disclosure [to regulators] of information around prices and
quality over time.
• More focused on assessing trends and relative performance.

Information disclosure

• Public disclosure of key information, typically centred around the
components of building blocks type model.
• Provides incentives for firms to improve performance, and allows
the regulator and/or customers to hold firms accountable

Negotiate-arbitrate

• Customers negotiate with suppliers on prices and relevant
conditions of supply (often supported by information disclosure)
• Can call in an independent arbitrator to determine prices and
other supply conditions if negotiations break down

Negotiated settlements

• In some sense not strictly different from direct price control.
• Customers and the asset owner reach an agreement on prices
and quality terms which is then approved by the regulator

Price control
More intrusive

Description

• The regulator directly sets firms’ prices (and potentially other
metrics, such as quality thresholds)
• At a level designed to replicate outcomes of workably
competitive markets

Regulatory options available under Part 4 of the Commerce Act
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Regulatory models: there are different flavours of
price control
Cost of service vs incentive regulation

Practiced in the US,
Cost of
sets prices equal to
cost and generally
service
regulation passes all costs
through to consumers

Cost based regimes minimize cost at the
expense of quality, so regulation has evolved to
focus on outcomes

Costs
based

Outputs
based

Sets targets for
Incentive companies, which they
regulation are rewarded for
beating

www.nera.com

Outcomes
based

• Incentives to minimise costs only
• Revenue not sufficient to provide
the socially optimal level of service

• Ex-ante agreement on level of
service and corresponding
investment
• Enforcement of actual delivery of
the investment
• Rewards/penalties based on
service customers actually receive,
rather than on delivery of the
investment plan
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Incentive regulation sets prices using the “building
blocks model” (BBM)
Revenue
requirement

1

Allowed
opex

Efficient level of
opex is determined
by regulator
(includes
allowance for tax)

www.nera.com

2

Allowed
depreciation

Return of capital is
provided by
through a
regulatory
depreciation
allowance

3

WACC x
(RAB
requirement)

Return on capital
calculated by
multiplying
regulatory asset
base (RAB) by
weighted average
cost of capital
(WACC)

4

Revenue
correction

Ofwat uses
uncertainty
Uncertainty
mechanism
mechanisms
protect
companies
to protect
from material and
companies
uncontrollable
uncertainties
from
material and
uncontrollab
le
uncertaintie

5

Incentive
payments

Cost sharing
mechanism and
rewards and
penalties
('outcome delivery
incentives') for
delivering or
exceeding the
service levels
customers expect
18

Principles of a good/durable (outcome) incentive
mechanism
Principle

Rationale

Outcomes are
measurable

Quantitative metrics allow for
more accurate and objective
performance assessment

Outcomes are under
management control

If outcomes are random,
companies will receive
windfall gains or undue
losses

Incentive to deliver
is an efficient signal
at the margin

Poorly calibrated
rewards/penalties can result
in outcomes above/below the
social optimal

Efficient trade-off
between risk and
WACC

The broader the range of
rewards/penalties, the higher
the volatility of returns, and
the higher the cost of capital

Implications
Need to find the right
combination of metrics (and
weights, where applicable)
that best define a “good”
outcome
Need to find metrics which
companies can directly
control through increased
investment or operational
changes
Need to calibrate incentives
based on cost-benefit
analysis and customer
research on customer
preferences
The benefits of a more strict
incentive regime need to
outweigh any increases in
the cost of capital

The choice of metrics and calibration of incentives are key to achieving an
efficient and durable outcome
www.nera.com
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3 Economic regulation in New
Zealand

Different flavours of Price Quality (PQ) regulation
in New Zealand
Default price quality
path (DPP)

Customised price
quality path (CPP)

Individual price quality
path (IPP)

▪ Low cost form of price
control
▪ Opex forecast in a
mechanistic way
(projecting forward
historical)
▪ Capex forecast
constrained to be x% of
historical levels
▪ Prices are smoothed
under a CPI-X
mechanism

▪ If DPP does not suit
circumstances, apply
for a CPP
▪ Suppliers submit a PQ
path proposal and may
seek variations to the
input methodologies
▪ Bespoke expenditure
forecast not
constrained by
historical levels, but
scrutinised by NZCC
and independent
verifier
▪ After CPP period
transition back to a
DPP

• Functionally similar to
a CPP, except applies
to every price control
period
• Proposals thus use
previously agreed
templates rather than
being one off events

DPP/CPP regulation
www.nera.com
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Regulation in New Zealand
Airports

Electricity Distribution

Electricity
Transmission

Gas
Distribution

Gas
Transmission

Fibre

Entities

Auckland
Exempt
Wellington and consumerChristchurch
owned

“Non-exempt” Vector
EDBs

Transpower

Powerco,
FirstGas
Vector, GasNet,
FirstGas

Chorus

Other LFCs

Majority
ownership

Private
Public

Customer

Private
Public
Customer
Other

Majority
customer

Public

Private
Private
Public Customer

Public

Private
Public

Ownership
detail

Majority private
owned
(AIAL/WIAL)
and publicly
owned (CIAL)

Customer
owned

Mixture of
customer/com
munity trust,
private and
public
ownership

Majority
consumer
owned
(75%)

Government
owned

Private
(FirstGas,
Powerco)
Public (GasNet)
Customer trust
(Vector)

Privately owned Public (53%), Public then
rest
private
listed/private (UFF)
Public
(Enable,
Northpower)

Customers

Larger users
(airlines)

Smaller end users (e.g. domestic
consumers)

Larger users
(e.g. industrial,
distributors

Smaller end
users (e.g.
domestic)

Larger users
(e.g. industrial,
distributors)

Larger customers (Retail
service providers)

Revenue

$80m-$276m

$8m-$119m

$10m-$402m

$987m

$4m-$50m

$133m

$959m

$9m-$82m

Asset Base

$538-$1,486m

$30m-$600m

$43m-$1,963m $3,565m

$4,800m

$24m-$430m

$850m

$5,500m

$20-$651m

Information
Disclosure

Information
Disclosure

Type

www.nera.com

$623m

Price-Quality (DPP)

Price-Quality
(IPP)

Price-Quality (DPP)

PriceInformation
Quality (IPP) Disclosure

ID applies to: Customer owned businesses, those with large customers
and those who face some competition
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Exempt consumer-owned Electricity Distribution
Businesses (EDBs)
54D Definition of ‘consumer-owned’
For an EDB to be defined as “consumer owned” and therefore exempt
from Price-Quality regulation, the supplier must meet the following criteria

All control or equity return rights are held by one or more customer
trusts, community trusts, or customer co-operatives

Trustees of the trusts (or committee of shareholders for cooperatives) must be elected by consumers of the supplier

At least 90% of consumers of the supplier benefit from income
distribution

The supplier has fewer than 150,000 ICPs (i.e. connections)

www.nera.com
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4 Economic regulation of water

How is water different?
Compared to the things the NZCC currently regulates

Goal outcomes

• Quality of drinking water and storm/wastewater output very important
• Environmental externalities are much broader than other regulated industries
• Water utilities are vertically integrated upstream and have to prepare long-term
resource plans for networks (drought protection, etc.)
• Quality dimensions are wider
• e.g. discolouration, taste/odour, water hardness, safety of product

How to achieve
goal outcomes

• How much will be set as a minimum standard by other regulators vs.
how much will be set as quality standards or incentive mechanisms
by economic regulators

Interaction with
other
regulations

• Economic regulation of water will likely have a higher level of
interaction with non-economic quality and resource regulations
than other regulated industries (i.e. drinking water quality, RMA)

www.nera.com
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Regulation of electricity vs. water: Scope of
regulation
Electricity

Natural
Resources

Generation

Transmission Distribution

Retail
Regulated

Water

Groundwater
Resources

Raw water
transport

Treatment

Distribution

Retail

Wastewater
Collection

Wastewater
Treatment

Sludge
disposal

Unregulated

Wastewater
discharge

For water need to plan for resource
adequacy (i.e. avoiding drought)

Storm
Water?

Scope of regulation for three waters is much broader than for electricity and will also
include resource adequacy planning
www.nera.com
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Ofwat PR 19 had 6 different price controls
For PR24
considering
merging these
controls into a
“treated water
supply” control

www.nera.com
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Water regulation comparison (overview)
Who are the entities?

Regulated
activities

Ownership

Who regulates?
Economic

Water quality

Type of regulation
Environmental
regulation /
management

England &
Wales
(Ofwat)

6 water only
companies and 11
water and sewage
companies

Water, Waste Private
water, retail
(residential)

Ofwat

Drinking Water Environment
Inspectorate
agency &
Natural
Resources
Wales

Water and waster
networks = Revenue
cap
Water resource =
revenue cap
Retail = revenue cap
Bioresource = price
cap

NSW

Water NSW
Hunter Water
Sydney Water

Water, Waste State owned
water, Retail

IPART

NRAR

Office of
Environment
and Heritage

Sydney Water = Price
cap

Victoria

18 water companies

Water, Waste State owned
water

ESC

Department of
Health and
Human
Services

Environment
Protection
Authority
Victoria

Price or revenue cap

Common to split responsibilities for
regulating quality and environmental
issues from economic regulator
www.nera.com
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Water regulation comparison (detailed)
England & Wales (Ofwat)
High level
Cost of service or
design elements incentive
mechanism

NSW

Victoria

Incentive regulation

Incentive regulation

Incentive regulation

Price control
period

5 years

4 years

3 to 5 years (term proposed by
business)

Type of control

Varies by control (see slide 21)

Price cap (with a dynamic element in
the event of drought)

Revenue or price cap – companies
choose

100% (+ carryover mechanism for
opex)

Entities propose own factor

Sharing factor (risk 30-70% (depending on
borne by
quality/ambition of business plan)
companies)
Allowed opex

Assessment at ‘totex’ level (incl.
economic benchmarking)

Deep-dive technical review

Benchmarking at opex level

Opex efficiency
target

1.1% p.a (+ “efficiency challenge”
based on comparison with top 25%
companies)

Based on historical multifactor
productivity improvements (0.8% p.a.)

Reasonable efficiency improvements
reflected in the revenue requirement

Fixed share of totex allowance (to
incentivise innovation)

Capex additions subject to efficiency
review

Prudent and efficient expenditure

Allowed return on
RAB

Commercial WACC

Commercial WACC

Varies with the level of ambition in
pricing submission

Incentive
mechanisms

Incentive
mechanisms

Rewards and penalties based on KPIs Network operator may reward bulk
supplier for higher water quality

Entities propose performance
measures and service standards they
are held accountable for

Revenue
correction

Revenue
correction

Adjustments for the outturn values of
(pre-defined) uncertain parameters

Number of options to deal with
uncertainty in a regulatory period,
including annual updating of financial
parameters, reflecting approved cost
pass-through events, or
accommodating significant changes in
29
circumstances

Opex
remuneration
methods

Capital servicing Updating the RAB
methods

www.nera.com

Full pass-through of unforeseen
(efficient) costs

Ofwat: Outcome Delivery Incentives (ODIs)
•

•

Water companies in the UK need to reflect in their business plans an in-depth understanding
of customers’ preferences and priorities, and reflect those in outcome delivery incentives
(ODIs).
ODIs can relate to targets set by other agencies, e.g., wastewater commitments linked to
chemical discharge limits set by the Environment Agency.

Bespoke ODIs:

Comparative ODIs:

agreed with Ofwat as
part of Price Reviews
and are only applicable
to each specific
company.

measure performance
relative to other water
companies, with upper
quartile performance
rewarded.

Common ODIs:
assess each company
against a common
definition, measured in
the same way for all.

Calibration
• Ofwat expect companies to use a wide range of research techniques to engage with its
customers and identify their preferences and set performance targets and incentive rates.
• Where Ofwat have any concerns with the quality of customer research, Ofwat may set
performance levels or incentive rates that are different from those proposed by companies.
www.nera.com
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Example of ODIs in Ofwat model: Severn Trent
For each regulatory period, Severn Trent conducts
extensive customer research, speaking to around
250,000 people. As part of this process, it considers
historic performance, customer affordability and
statutory obligations, to identify areas with customer
support.

Comparative
ODIs
• Supply
interruptions
• Internal
sewer
flooding
(enhanced)
• Pollutions

Bespoke
ODIs

Common
ODIs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

www.nera.com

At the same time, Ofwat use a meta-analysis of all
company research to consider what deliverables are
common across all customers. Ofwat use this analysis
to drive consistency in the reporting of these measures
and set them as common ODIs which companies can
choose to include in their own suite of measures.

Water quality compliance
Leakage
Per capita consumption
Mains repairs
Unplanned outage
Risk of severe restrictions in a
drought
Priority services for customers
in vulnerable circumstances
Risk of sewer flooding in a
storm
Sewer collapses
Treatment works compliance
C-MeX = Customer measure
of experience
D-MeX = Developer measure
of experience

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reduce residential void properties
Reduce business void and gap site supply points
Reduce residential gap sites
Value for money
Inspire customers to use water wisely
Improvements in WFD criteria
Biodiversity (water)
Biodiversity (waste)
Satisfactory sludge use and disposal
Help to pay when needed
External sewer flooding
Sewer blockages
Public sewer flooding
Green communities
Collaborative flood resistance
Speed of response to visible leaks
Persistent low pressure
Abstraction Incentive Mechanism (AIM)
Resilient supplies
Resolution of low pressure complaints
Increasing water supply capacity
Number of water meters installed
Water quality complaints
Farming for water
Protecting schools from lead
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5 Economic regulation of water in
New Zealand

Water regulation in NZ – What do the proposals
mean for how one might think about the regulatory
model here?
• Size, governance and ownership will be important factors
– Governance/ownership means we may not be worried about excess
returns.
– Price controlling many small firms likely fails CBA.
– Does it also raise issues on whether firms will respond to incentives?
• Role of consumers in governance and determining quality levels.
• How is Te mana o te wai accounted for?
• Transitional issues (new entities and new regime, can’t have all regulatory
bells and whistles at the beginning)
– Large differences in asset age and quality mean there is a lot of catching
up to do which could make expenditure assessment hard to begin with.
• Practical issues around information, differential service levels and concerns
about accountability/responsiveness.
www.nera.com
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Role of Te mana o te wai in economic regulation
• What is the role of the economic regulator in approving expenditure that is
for the purposes of giving effect to Te mana o te wai?
• For example, water service entities (WSE) may consider it necessary to
spend money on things that from a naïve engineering perspective might be
considered unnecessary. In these situations, it is the regulator’s role to:
A. Assess whether the expenditure is actually necessary to give
effect to Te mana o te wai? (“assessment of substance”) or
B. Not assess whether something needs to be done, but instead
assess whether the WSE has followed a process which
demonstrates it considered the different options for giving effect to
Te mana or te wai? (“assessment of process”) or
C. Assess whether the cost estimates for the chosen solution appear
reasonable, but not assess the substance or process
(“assessment of cost”)

www.nera.com
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